
CARPORT EN/INT

... CANOPY FOR YOUR CAR

COMPLETE YOUR HOME...

NEW PRODUCT OF 2023



The CARPORT is an innovative product in the range of ALUKOV company products, a leading manu
facturer of patio and pool enclosures. The construction is designed to fully comply with technical standards 
and also with the aesthetic design of modern architecture. CARPORT is a simple and elegant solution for 
protection of your car, quad bike, scooter or other parkable equipment against adverse weather conditions. 
Alukov Carport is using sloped roof for better rainfall drainage and also helps while the carport is cove
red under snow to withstand heavier weight load. If heavy rain and snowing is not an issue in your ne
ighborhood you can choose flat roof solution as this is more suitable solution for climatically warmer 
environments. In any case the massive aluminum construction along with good anchoring can with
stand heavy wind gusts. Therefore your car will be protected in all weather conditions in all seasons. 
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CARPORT will be especially appreciated by car 
owners who want a spacesaving solution. Due 
to its dimensions, it can also easily fit into narrow 
spaces between houses.

Carport with a sloped roof is used wherever a 
slope is desired for faster drainage of water or 
melting snow. It is also possible to align the angle 
of Carport slope roof with the roof of the house.

Creates family parking with comfortable space for 
two passenger vehicles. The lighttransmitting roof 
provides enough light for safe movement under 
the CARPORT, at the same time pleasantly disper
sing sunlight.

Strong construction with transverse profiles maxi
mizes the loadbearing capacity of the roof. With 
a roof span of   more than 10 m2 the sloped roof is 
desirable for use especially at higher altitudes o it 
can better withstand higher snow and wind loads. 
A great shelter not only for cars.

WHY CHOOSE 
CARPORT?

-  financially and spatially less de
manding than building a garage
  protection of the paintwork and 
interior of the car from UV sun 
damage
  protection of bodywork and win
dows from hail
  protection of bodywork and 
paintwork against debris
  minimum to no maintenance
  no need for construction permit
  additional use beyond parking 
vehicles

WORLDWIDE

TYPE A WITH FLAT ROOF, SINGLE, 3000 X 5400 X 2730 mm

TYPE B WITH SLOPED ROOF, SINGLE, 3000 X 5400 X 2730 mm

TYPE A WITH FLAT ROOF, DOUBLE, 5500 X 5400 X 2730 mm 

TYPE B WITH SLOPED ROOF, DOUBLE, 5500 X 5400 X 2730 mm

Snowload: 125 kg/m2, Windload: 100km/h 

Snowload: 270 kg/m2, Windload: 100km/h 

Snowload: 115 kg/m2, Windload: 100km/h 

Snowload: 190 kg/m2, Windload: 100km/h 

ALSO AVAILABLE CARPORT CAMPER - IN SIZES STANDARD, L, XL

If you are looking for a caravan shelter, CARPORT CAMPER is the right option. Not only will 
it protect your caravan, but it can give you extra space for other accessories. CARPORT 
CAMPER is weatherproof, quick to assemble and less expensive than building a caravan 
sized garage. You can choose from several sizes to suit your caravan size.
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